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Abstract. We consider an initial-boundary value problem for a nonlinear parabolic
system that arises naturally in modeling behavior of two (possibly dissimilar) thin
homogeneous rods. Each rod is held fixed at one end and is free to expand or contract
at the other, as a result of the evolution of its temperature and stress fields. The two
rods may also come into contact at their free ends. We establish the existence and
uniqueness of a strong solution to the system, assuming that the thermal expansion
coefficients are small. The proofs rely on a priori estimates, the functional method
of Ladyzhenskaya, and Schauder's fixed-point theorem.

1. Introduction. Problems involving thermoelastic contact arise naturally in many
applied situations, particularly those involving industrial processes where two or more
materials may come into contact or may lose contact as a result of thermoelastic ex-
pansion or contraction. The purpose of this paper is to model one such situation:
the mechanical behavior of two dissimilar rods which are each fixed at one end but
which may come into contact at their free ends as a result of thermoelastic expan-
sion. Our model for the mechanical behavior will consist of a system of energy and
elasticity equations involving the temperature and displacement of each rod. We will
operate within the framework of linear thermoelasticity and treat the process as qua-
sistatic. Under these assumptions we can show that the problem can be reformulated
and reduced to solving an initial-boundary value problem for a nonlinear parabolic
system containing only the two temperatures. By contrast the general ^-dimensional
problem of thermoelastic contact considered in [17] does not appear to admit such
a reformulation. The parabolic system treated in the present paper contains source
terms that are nonlocal as well as nonlinear; moreover, if the problem were set as a
variational inequality the associated operator would be nonmonotone and noncoer-
cive, so we could not apply standard results to obtain a solution. Nevertheless, we
can show that under appropriate assumptions on the data this system has a unique
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strong solution, i.e., a solution where each temperature lies in a Sobolev space of the
form W2'1 (Qr).

This particular two-rod problem has not been modeled previously. In fact, to our
knowledge, the only existing paper dealing with this exact situation is by Barber and
Zhang [5], who use linear stability analysis and numerical simulations to examine
the transient behavior. However, similar problems with simpler geometric settings
have been treated in both the engineering literature [4, 19] and the mathematical
literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21]. These papers contain a variety of
linear and nonlinear boundary conditions, but in each case the problem involves but
a single temperature and a single displacement so that reformulation leads to one
nonlinear equation for a single temperature. The present paper deals with a more
complicated situation: two temperatures that are coupled not only by a nonlinear
system of equations but also in the boundary conditions. The system is also unusual
in that each temperature function is defined on a different domain. At the fixed ends
of the rods we prescribe Dirichlet boundary conditions but at the free ends we as-
sume that heat exchange occurs. In modeling this heat exchange we will suppose that
the heat conduction coefficients and the heat exchange coefficient are all constants.
Consequently, the coupled boundary conditions depend linearly on the two tempera-
tures. The case in which the heat exchange coefficient is not constant but is permitted
to vary with the temperature as in [1, 2, 3] we leave for another study. However, we
remark that numerical simulations involving this more general boundary condition
have been carried out in [7].

We now describe the remaining sections of this paper. Section 2 contains a com-
plete description of the model and describes informally how the problem can be
reformulated in terms of the temperatures only. Section 3 gives a precise statement
of the resulting parabolic problem and of the existence and uniqueness results. The
proofs of existence and uniqueness are given in Sec. 4. The proof of existence com-
bines the functional method of Ladyzhenskaya [11] with an application of Schauder's
fixed point theorem. This method of proof is in contrast to the methods employed
in the proofs of existence results for the single parabolic equations considered in [2]
and [3], which use estimates derived in part from the maximum principle. This latter
tool is not available to us here since we are dealing with a parabolic system rather
than a single equation.

2. The model. In this section we derive a model for the evolution of a system of
two (possibly) dissimilar rods that may come into contact as a result of thermoelastic
expansion.

The physical setting consists of two thin rods, each of which is clamped at one end
but which may come into contact at their free ends. We assume that the process is
independent of all but the horizontal variable so that we can describe the reference
configuration of the left rod as 0 < x < /, and of the right rod as l2< x < 1 , both
in nondimensional units. The fixed ends occur at x = 0 and * = 1 while the ends
x = /, and x = I2 are free to expand or contract. Obviously lx and l2 must satisfy
0 < /, < /2 < 1 . We let g — /-, - /, denote the gap between the rods in the reference
configuration. The physical setting is given in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The setting

We let 0, = 6x{x, t) and 02 — 62(x, t) denote the temperatures of the rods, and
let ux = ux(x, t) and u2 = u2(x, t) be their displacements. Thus 0, and ux are
defined on 0 < x < l{ while 02 and u2 are defined on l2 < x < 1. In all four cases
0 < t < T. The reference configurations are chosen as the configurations that the
rods would have with both «. and 0i set equal to zero, for i = 1,2.

We assume that the process is quasistatic, i.e., that the accelerations uUt and u2tt
are negligible. Consequently, the system of energy and elasticity equations takes the
following form (see, e.g., [15] or [2]):

0\t~® ixx = ~a\uixt in^ir> (2-1)
uixx = a\eix in".r> (2-2)

dd2t - d2xx = ~a2u2xt in^2r> (2.3)

U2xx = a2^2x ^2T' (2.4)
where Q|r = {0 < x < lx, 0 < t < T) and Q2r = {/2 < x < 1, 0 < t < T) for
T > 0. Here a,, a2, and d are positive constants related to material properties of
the rods. In deriving the system of equations we have also assumed that there are no
external applied forces or interior heat sources present. We make this assumption
merely to simplify our calculations, as the inclusion of terms to take these matters
into account poses no additional mathematical difficulties.

Now the form of the constants in the above system is shaped by the fact that we
have set the problem for convenience in nondimensional units. For the reader inter-
ested in the connection to conventional units of measurement we describe briefly the
relationship between the two systems of units. The problem was set in nondimen-
sional form using the transformations

kj x
t=  '—J, X= ,

PyC\L
where t (sec) and x (cm) are the time and space coordinates, L (cm) is the total
length of the system, ci, / = 1,2, are the heat capacities (cal/deg-gr), kt, i - 1,2,
are the heat conductivities (cal/deg-sec-cm) and pt, i = 1,2, are the densities
(gr/cm) of the two rods. We suppose that the first rod extends over 0 < x < L{,
while the second rod extends over L2 < x < L. Consequently, /, = LJL and l2 -
(L - L2)/L. If we allow (°C) to denote the temperature of rod i (i = 1,2),
then

0. - en
6' e^ - e,o
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where 60 is the uniform temperature of the reference configuration and dt can be
taken to be any value of 0[(O, •). If we allow w( (cm) to denote the displacement
of rod i,then

j (A,+2*,)», y/; (

Here and ni are the elastic moduli. The constants ax , a2, and d that appear
in the system are given by

2 _ +2nx)2 2 _ 3A2 + 2^2)2
U' ~ PiCI(^.1+2juI) ' Ul ~ pxc{k2(X2 + 2fi2) '

and
J PlC2kl

P\c\k2 '
where a( are the coefficients of thermal expansion for each rod. For most materials
that arise in practice ax and a2 are very small (see, e.g., [15]).

Returning to our description of the model, we now formulate our initial and
boundary conditions. At the fixed ends x = 0 andx = 1 we suppose that the
temperature is prescribed. Thus

0,(O,O = /o(O, 02( l,0 = /,(0, 0 <t<T, (2.5)
m,(0,/) = 0, u2(l,t) = 0, 0 <t<T. (2.6)

The initial temperatures of each rod are also prescribed:

0,(x, 0) = <p(x), 0 <.*</,; 02(x, 0) = <p2(x), l2 < x < 1. (2.7)

We remark that since the process is being treated as quasistatic we cannot prescribe
the initial displacement. We turn next to describe the heat exchange condition at the
free ends:

®ix^\' ') ~ k202x{l2, t), 0<t<T, (2 8)
-klelx(il,t) = k(el(il,t)-e2(i2,t)), o <t<T. '

Here kx and k2 are the heat condition coefficients and k is the heat exchange
coefficient. We shall treat all three as positive constants, although we will remark
on the case when k is nonconstant at the end of this section. Equation (2.8) is
a reasonable model for the heat exchange under the assumption that the heat flux
leaving one rod enters the other rod without any losses and is proportional to the
temperature difference of the free edges. To model the mechanical contact at the
free edges we note first (see, e.g., [6, 9]), that the stresses in the rods are given by

a^x, t) = pt{uix(x, t) - afi^x ,t)), i= 1,2. (2.9)

Here /?, and /?2 are positive constants, given by

fit = ~ °o) (A, +2 nx)cx
en

1/2
/*2 = (*.-*<>)

(Aj + 2n2)c xk2
0okx

1/2
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It follows from (2.2), (2.4), and (2.9) that both stresses are independent of x . Con-
sequently, the values of both functions are determined by what happens at the free
ends. At those ends we assume that when there is no contact ax = er, (/,, •) = 0 and
a2 = a2(/2, •) = 0, and when there is contact ax (/,, •) = a2(/2, •) • In both cases then
we have that ax(t) = a2{t) = a{t). Our condition for the mechanical contact at the
free ends is of the Signorini type, namely

m,(/,, t)<u2(l2, t) + g, 0 <t<T, (2.10)
a(0 <°, 0 <t<T, (2.11)

o(t)[g + u2(l2,t)-ul(ll,t)] = 0, 0 <t<T. (2.12)

(2.10) ensures that there is no penetration at the free ends, i.e., the right edge of the
left rod is always to the left of the left edge of the right rod. (2.11) ensures that
at all times the stress is compressive in both rods, and finally (2.12) says that when
the rods are not in contact the stress is zero. This completes our description of the
mathematical model.

The problem of thermoelastic contact of two dissimilar rods thus consists of (2.1)-
(2.8) and (2.10)—(2.12). A solution to the problem consists of (0,, ux,d2, u2),
where 0, and u, are defined on = (0, /,) x (0, T) and d2 and u2 are defined
on Q2T = (/2, 1) x (0, T). The expected regularity of a solution, i.e., the spaces in
which we seek these functions, will be discussed in the next section.

As in the case of the one-rod problem (see, e.g., [15] or [2]) and the axially sym-
metric problem (see [3, 20, 21]), we are able to eliminate the displacements from
the system (2.1)—(2.8) and (2.10)—(2.12) (even though the coupling constants are
nonzero) and to reduce the problem to solving a parabolic system that contains only
the temperatures. Once the thermal problem has been solved, the displacements may
be found by quadrature. We now show informally how the elimination is effected.
We begin by integrating (2.2) with respect to x over [0, x] to obtain

ulx(x, t) = al6l(x, t) - axf0{t) + uXx{Q, t).

Another integration with respect to x over (0, /.) results in

ul(ll,t) = al [ 0j(x, t)dx-alllf0{t) + llul (0, t).
J o

Eliminating wu(0, t) from both equations yields

uu{x,t) = a,0 ['' 0,(£, t)d£, + f ux(/,, t). (2.13)
l\ Jo 'l

This, together with (2.9), implies that

= «u('i. 0 -ai6i(ii. 0) = ru\(l\ ^)-j- [' 0i(£> t)dt. (2.14)
l\ l\ Jo

Consequently, conditions (2.11) and (2.12) may be written equivalently as

«,(/,, 0<a, ['' 0^,t)di (2.15)
Jo
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and

[«,(/,, t)-u2{l2, t)-g] «,(/,,/)-a, ['* 0,(£, t)dz
Jo

= 0.

Now (2.10), (2.15), and this last equation together imply that

«,(/,, t) = minja, 0,(£, t) d£, u2(l2, t) + gj . (2.16)

(2.17)

Similarly, we find that

/?2 ff2(0 = ^2x^2 ' 0 — a2®2^2 '

- ^W2(/2 .0 + ^2 ̂  d2^ ' 0 •

To simplify the notation below we introduce

©,(*) = «! /\(€,0# and e2(t) = a2 [l 82(Z,t)d£.
Jo Ji2

The fact that <7,(0 = <r2(/) then implies that

«,(/,, t) - 0,(0 = —A(m2(/2 , t) + 02(O), (2.18)

where we have set A = /?2/,/(/?,(l - /2)). Since a2(t) < 0, it follows that

W2(/2' 0 ^ -02W-

and this, together with (2.10) and (2.12), implies that

m2(/2, 0 = ma x{m,(/j ,t)-g, -02(O}. (2.19)

Differentiating (2.13) and using (2.16), we find that

-fljM1JCI(jc, 0 = -a?0lt = ^i^min{M2(/2, 0 + ^-0,(<)> 0}. (2.20)

Next, we consider the right-hand side of this expression when «2(/2, t) + g - 0, (t) <
0. In this case it follows from (2.16) that «,(/,, t) = «2(/2, 0 + 8 > and then (2.18)
implies that

"2(/2 , t) + g - ©j(0 = - 0i(0 - 02(O1 •

On the other hand, if w2(/2, t) + g-0{(t) > 0, then it follows from (2.16) and (2.18)
that «,(/,, t) = 0,(0 and u2(l2, t) = -02(O • We can thus conclude that

min{«2(/2, 0 + £ - 0,(0 > 0}
A (2.21)= min{* - 0,(0 - 02(0, 0}.

In the same way (2.17) implies that

~a2U2xAX ' 0 = l~rrj~t(U2(l2 ' 0 + e2W) - a202/(X ' 0 • (2*22)
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Now (2.19) yields

u2(l2, t) + 02(O = ma x{«, (lx,t)-g, -02(O} + 02(O
= max{w, (/,, t) - g + 02(0, 0} .

Again, if we consider the case when ux(lx, t) - g + 02(O > 0, then (2.19) implies
that m2(/2 , t) = Mj(/,, t) - g, and so (2.18) yields

«,(/, ,t)-g + 02(O = - 0,(0 - 02(O) ■

Consequently, we can conclude that

max{M,(/1, t)- g + Q^t), 0}
1 (2.23)= -TTImin{^"0'w"e2W'O}-

Using the results of (2.20)-(2.23) in (2.1) and (2.3) leads to

(1 + al)6ll - dlxx
aA d (2-24)  1 : min{g - 0. (t) - 0,(0 , 0}/2(1 +X)dt

and

{d + a\)d2 - 82 > 21 2xx
aA d (2-25)

The thermal problem thus consists of (2.24), (2.25), (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8). Once it
has been solved the displacements of the edges may be found from

ux{lx,t)= min - A02(O+ 0,(0), 0,(0 } , (2-26)

and

u2(l2,t)= max jy-^(g + A02(O - 0,(0)> -02(o| • (2-27)

The steady state of the thermal problem is easily obtained by setting all the time
derivatives equal to zero. Then we find that

6l{x)=l-Ax, d2(x) = KA(l - x),

where K = kl/k2 and A = k/(kx + k{lx + A^(l - /2))). To find the corresponding
displacements we first compute

02

fh- ,2
-a, QAx)dx = a.I. - \axAl{ ,

J o

= a2 ( 02{x)dx = \a2KA{\ - l2)2,
J L
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and then observe that contact occurs exactly when G <0, where

G = g~ei-e2 = g- a,/, + \axAl\ - \a2KA{\ - l2)2
Consequently,

ux{x) = (ax + o)x - \axAx2,

u2(x) = - cr( 1 - x) - \a2KA( 1 - x)2 ,

where a , the contact pressure, is given by
^1^2 min{G, 0}.

l\P2 + ~ 12)
Finally, we remark that, although in this paper we have taken the heat coefficient

k to be constant, more complicated forms for k have been considered in the one-rod
case [1,2] and the axially-symmetric case [3]. In particular, these papers have treated
the case when k is a continuously differentiable function that is allowed to depend
on the gap size when there is no contact and on the contact pressure when there is
contact. In the context of our current problem this would amount to letting k be a
continuously differentiable function of g - 0j (t) - 02(t) ■ We leave this possibility
for another study.

3. The main results. In this section we give a precise statement of the parabolic
problem for the temperatures, and of our existence and uniqueness results. First
we describe the function spaces in which we expect to find our solutions. Recall
that = (0, /,) x (0, T) and Q.1T = (/2, 1) x (0, 7") for T > 0. From the
form of equations (2.23) and (2.24) it is natural to seek solutions and 02 that lie

2 1 2 1respectively in the Sobolev spaces W2 ' (fiir) and W2 ' (Q2r). These spaces consist
of all square-integrable functions that possess generalized square-integrable second-
order spatial and first-order time derivatives. The norms in these Hilbert spaces are
given by

2 f (d2 + e2 +e2 + e2)dxdt, 1 = 1,2.1 w

If dj e W2'l(QjT), then it is known [13, p. 9] that the boundary functions 0,(0, •)
and 02(1, •) lie in Hv\0, T) while 01Jt(O, •) and 0^(1, •) lie in Hl,\0, T). The
traces for fixed t belong to Hl, i.e., 0,(-, t) 6 //'(0, l{) and 02(-, t) e H\l2, 1).
These facts imply that the initial-boundary data must have the degree of regularity
described below. For further properties of Sobolev spaces as well as any unexplained
notation we refer the reader to the standard references [12, 13].

We can now give a complete description of the problem that we will consider in
this paper:

Given <px e Hl(0, /,) and <p2 e 1) such that ^,(0) = 0 and ^2(1) = 0,
find a pair (0,, 02) = W2' '(£2ir) x 1 (fi27.) such that

(i+«X-* i„
   ^ d min{g - & (t) - e2(t), 0}, in Q,

Ul+X)dt 16 1V/ 17*'
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(d + a\)d2 - 02I w2xx

= - (T3Zj(rrA) Ttmin{^ - 0i (0 - 02M , °} , in ci2T,

0x(x, 0) = (px{x), 0 <•*</,; d2(x, 0) = <p2(x), l2<x< 1, (3.3)
0,(0,0 = 0, 0<;<r; 02(l,f) = O, 0 <t<T, (3.4)

kx6lx(lx, t) = k292x{l2, t), 0 <t<T, (3.5)
-kldlx(il,t) = k(dl(il,t)-e2(i2,t)), o <t<T. (3.6)

Here the derivatives are understood in the distributional sense and the conditions
(3.3)—(3.6) hold in the trace sense. Recall also that

0,(0 = 0, ['' 0,({,O#, e2(t) = a2 [l 92(Z,t)d£. (3.7)
Jo Ji2

Note that in (3.4) we have assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that 0,(0, •)
and d2(l, •) are both zero. We can, in fact, take them to be arbitrary functions
in H[(0, T), but have refrained from doing so in order to avoid cluttering up
our proofs with unnecessary details. The main problem in dealing with the above
system is that the right-hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2) are nonlinear and nonlocal
functions of 6X and d2. Moreover, as was first pointed out in [16], the operator
(0,, d2) -»► j-t min{g - 0, (/) - S2(t), 0} is not even Lipschitz continuous as an oper-
ator from Hl(QlT) x Hl(Q2t) to L (0, T). Consequently, we cannot simply quote
standard results in the parabolic theory to obtain a solution. Instead, we derive a
priori estimates peculiar to this particular problem and use a fixed-point argument
and the functional method of Ladyzhenskaya [11]. Our main result is the following.

Theorem 3.1. Given q>{ € //'(0, /,) and ip2 e Hl(l2, 1) such that p,(0) = 0 and
<p2( 1) = 0, there exists a unique solution (0,, d2) e W2'\ Q,r) x W2'l(Q2T) to
problem (3.1)-(3.7), provided that a, and a2 are sufficiently small.

In fact, our proof of this theorem requires a, and a2 to satisfy the condition:
4 2 2, 2 2,

Cl^ (1^0,2^2 ^2 1
1 .-> .. T~~. TT"

/,(6,+a,) k{lx(bx+ax){b2 +a2) k2{\ - l2) (bx + ax)(b2 + a2)

+ P t~2 ̂  j(! +*~1)2 ■
(1 -l2)\b2 + a22)2

Since for most materials that occur in practice a, and a2 are small, it is possible
to satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem. The proof of this theorem will be given in
the next section.

To conclude this section we investigate the relationship between the solution to
(3.1)—(3.7) given by the above theorem and a sufficiently regular solution to our
original problem (2.1)—(2.12). For this purpose we introduce the nonstandard spaces

Wi = {uieL2{CliTy.uix,uixt,ulxxeL\Q.iT)}
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equipped with the norms

iKii2^ = f ("?+ui + "L + «L) *dt - / = i,2.
It is now straightforward to establish the following equivalence between solutions in
a way similar to that done in [15] for the case of a single rod.

Theorem 3.2. If {0,, u{, 02, u2} e W2'l(Q,lT) x Wx x J^2,1(J227.) x W2 satisfies
(2.1)—(2.12), then {0,, 02} satisfies (3.1 )-(3.7). Conversely, if {0,,02} G ̂ 22,1(Qir)

2 1x W2 ' (fl2r) is the solution to (3.1)—(3.7) and if w, and u2 are given by

ui(x,t) = al f 0,(£,O^f
Jo

1 v-

+ (1 +k)l " 61 W ~ 02^) ' °}
(3.8)

and

u2(x, t)= - a2 f 02(£, t)d£
J X

min{^ - 0, (t) - 02(O, 0}.
(3.9)

(1 -/,)(!+ A)

then {0,, m, , 02, u2} lies in W2'\Q.it) x^x W2'l(Q2T) x W2 and satisfies (2.1)-
(2.12).

In fact we can make a stronger statement about the regularity of w, and u2 .

Corollary 3.3. If {0,,0[} is a solution of (3.1 )-(3.7) in W2'\QlT)xW2'l(Q.2T)
then w, e W2'[(£llT) and u2 e W2'l(Q.2T).

Proof. Corollary 3.3 follows directly from (3.8), (3.9), and the regularity of 0,
and 02.

4. Proofs of existence and uniqueness. In this section we prove Theorem 3.1.
Existence of solutions will be established by using the Schauder fixed-point theorem
and the solution to an auxiliary problem. The solution to the auxiliary problem
in turn is based on the functional method of Ladyzhenskaya [11]. Uniqueness of
solutions will then follow from the a priori estimates obtained during the course of
the existence proof.

We first introduce some notation to cast our equations in a form that makes for
greater typographical efficiency. Let /, = (0, /,), I2 = (l2, 1), b{ = 1 , and b2 = d .
Taking (pt G //'(/,), z = 1,2, with ^,(0) = (p2{\) = 0, and fixing positive constants
k, k{, and k2, we seek (0,, 02) in W2' '(£2ir) x W2'l(Q.2T) that satisfies the
following conditions:

(bi + a])Git - 6ixx = ath in QjT, i = 1,2 (4.1)
et(x, 0) = <pt{x), x G /■, 2 = 1,2, (4.2)
0,(0,0 = 02(1,0 = 0, te(0,T), (4.3)

-kieix(li,t) = k(Gl(Il,t)-G2(l2,t)), *e(0,r), i = l,2; (4.4)
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here and below a, = a,1 (1 + A)-1, a2 = a2A(l + A)_1(l - /2)_1 , and

h = ^maxja,^' 0,(^, -)d£ + a2^ 02(£, -)d£-g, o| .

The following lemma gives the solution to an auxiliary problem.

Lemma 4.1. Let^ € L2(Q(T), i = 1,2. Then there exists a unique pair (0,, d2) in
W2'\CllT) x W^\n2T) such that

(bi + a2)eit - 0ixx = ft in QlT, i = 1, 2, (4.5)
and

(0,, d2) satisfies (4.2)-(4.4). (4.6)
Proof. Everywhere below i = 1, 2; so we will dispense with writing this explicitly.

We introduce the following spaces and norms. Let

H = {(«!, u2) e W2'l(Q.lT) x W2'l(Cl2T): (w,, w2) satisfies (4.3), (4.4)},

>1 - \J ^ '\t

H2 = {f € H\l2, 1): /(l) = 0},
and

X = L2{Q]T) x L2{Q2T) xHxxH2.

On //, and H2 , we define the norms

\\f\\2H=2kf(li)2 + ki\\f'\\2LHl).

On H, we define the norm

(»1. "2>IIh = 777= U»1 + "i)ll"i,lli'(n„) + IKjl'dw

On X, we define the norm

ll(ui» v2> S\ > = ^ +'fl2||u/||z.2(n,T) + •

By the Poincare inequality, the norm on H is equivalent to the restriction to H of
2 1 2 1the standard product norm on W2 ' (QlT) x W2 ' (Q2r). We note that, by continuity

of the trace operators in W2'l(fi|T), H is a Hilbert space in this norm.
Consider now the bounded linear operator A : H -> X defined by

A{ux, u2) = {{bx+a])uu-uux, (b2 + a2)u2l - u2xx, «,(•, 0), w2(-, 0)).

We will use the method described in Sec. III.2 of [11] to prove that A is a bijection
of H onto X. This will establish Lemma 4.1.
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We prove first that A is injective with closed range. We begin by supposing that
(«j, u2) e H n (C°°(£2ir) x C°°(Sl2T)), and we set

[bt + a])ult - uixx = gt. (4.7)
2  JSquaring both sides of (4.7), multiplying through by kj(bj + ai) , and then inte-

grating over Q|( = / x (0, t) yields

kiibi + a^ujtf^ + k^u^', t)fL%) +

+ 2ki{-\)' f uix{li,T)uir(li,-c)dx (4.8)
J o

b. + a2"^'"L2(".') + k^u'x^'
I I

Using the boundary conditions on the elements of H, we see that the integral on the
left-hand side of (4.8) is

2(-ly+ik [ {ux{lx,t)-u2{l2,t))ui{li,z)dx. (4.9)
J o

into (4.8

k{ux{lx, t)-u2(l2, t))2

Substituting (4.9) into (4.8) and then summing over i produces
,2

+ E {yi^i + ai )llMirllz.2(n„) + ki\\UiX(-> ')Hl2(/,.) + ^ +'^2 IK;cJIl2(£1,.,)

< £ (^211 sfsw + MM-. + 2kutVi' °)2) •

(4.10)
Consequently, for almost all t in (0, T),

Emm-, oil!.,,,)

s £ (^i nsji'm,,)+ik,<-. miii'd,)+»«,('< •«)2

Integrating this inequality over (0, T), we obtain
„2

£MMijJL2(f2„)
i

s rE (^2 Wfea,,) + »«/«(• • 0)lli>(/,) + 0)2J
(4.11)

Setting t = T in (4.10), adding the resulting inequality to (4.11), and using the
definition of the norms on H and X , we deduce that

IM(m1 > "2 ̂  II Jf — IK"l ' ^2 ̂  11 //
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for all (m, , u2) G Hn (C°°(Qir) x C°°(Q2r). By density the above inequality holds
for all (w, , u2) e H. It follows that A is injective with closed range.

Our next task is to establish that A is suijective, which we will do by showing
that the orthogonal complement in X of the range of A is null. Suppose then that
{w{,w2, i//{, i//2) e X is orthogonal to the range of A . Then, for all (vl, v2) £ H,

0 = E (Ai L ((*« + ali)vit - vixx)widt
i \ iT

+ , o)y/i(li) + Difi vix(-> °)y'i ̂ J '
(4.12)

where Af, 5. , Di are positive constants depending only on the parameters of the
system. We now choose t G (0, T) and construct functions vj G W2 ' (QjT) such
that vixx — Aik^x(bi + a2i)wi on Q.jT and (U,, v2) satisfies (4.3), (4.4) on (0, T).
We then define ,

v(r t\- I Sr^M,a)da, te[ t, T],
' I 0, Jg(0,t).

It follows that (v,, v2) G H. Hence, using (4.12) and the fact that vi(-, t) = 0 for
t G (0, t) , we obtain

°=E (*« /7rdXidl~ [ jh v>"v«» * *) ■ «4-13)
By construction, the trace functions vjxx(-, T) and vjt(lj, ■) are well-defined ele-

2 2ments of L (/(.) and L (0, T), respectively; so we can now use the boundary con-
ditions for (i>,, v2) and the fact that v.(-, r) = 0 to calculate that

I fjvixxvixx,dxdt = 11 vL(x, T)dx, (4.14)

k; I I v;.vixxtdxdt• I j vi,vi
T '' T T (4.15)

= (-! )'kJ^ vit(li,t){vu{lx,t)-v2l(l2,t))dt-ki ^ v]xt dx dt.

Substitution of (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.13) produces
*T

0 = k J (Vu(lI ' 0 -U2((/2' l))2 dt

+V iki f' k "L *d'+wtof) IvLix -T)dx)'
This implies that vixt = 0 on /- x (r, T), whence wt = vjxxt = 0 on /( x (t, T),
and since r is arbitrary, wt = 0 on Q.jT. Hence from (4.12), for all (v[, v2) G H,

0 = E ([B,v,(l,> °)^(/,) + Dt jf vix{-, 0)hj\ dx^j . (4.16)
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We now claim that as (v,, v2) ranges over H, (?;, (•, 0), v2(-, 0)) ranges over a
subset of Hx x H2 that is dense in the product norm. To see this, note that it suffices
to prove that if {y/x, y/2) is any fixed element of (C'(7,) n //,) x (C1(72) n H2),
then there exists a sequence [<p{n, (p2n) in this same space such that -£,?>•„(/,) =
k(<Pi„(M - VM)) for a11 n > and 'Pin Vi singly in //,..

Let pi — WjiJ,) ■ It is straightforward to obtain sequences (<Pm) Q C1 (J.) such
that, for all n, cpln(0) = 0, <p2n(l) = 0, (3m(/.) = pt, ^„(/,) = -k~lk{pl - p2),
and <pjn —► y/i strongly in H{. The sequence (<pln, <p2n) thus meets all requirements.
It now follows from (4.16) that y/ = 0 in Hj. The orthogonal complement of the
range of A is therefore null, which proves that A is surjective. This completes the
proof of the lemma.

We can now prove the existence of solutions to problem (4.1)-(4.4). We begin
by defining the operator S: H —► H by S(u{, u2) = (6l, d2) where {6X, d2) is the
unique solution to problem (4.5)-(4.6) with

fi = max |a; u{(Z, •) d£ + a2 u2(£ ,-)d£-g, o| .

For each M > 0, define

km = {("i> u2) e H'■ ",(•> °) = <Pi> P(u\ - U2) ̂

where

P(ui, U2)2 = sup Y, ( ki(bi + a])Wuit\\2L\a )
0<t<T^ \ v •"

For M sufficiently large the set Ku is clearly a nonempty, bounded, closed, weakly
compact, convex subset of H. We now wish to show that, for M sufficiently large,
the operator S leaves KM invariant. This requires some estimates of )•
Thus,

/IIl2(Q,.,) - 2af I*?/. j0 Jo>uu(x,t)dx

+ a22(l - l2) [ \ [ u2l{x, t) dx
J 0 \JL

2

dt

dt I (4.17)

< 2aJ(a, /, + «2(1 l2) llM2(Hz.2(fi27.))

< 2a- (a, ||m1(||l2(o ) + Nw2/Hi2(027.)) •
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Now let («j, u2) € Km . Then, by (4.10) and (4.17),

p(S(ux, u2))2 < ||^i||^j +

l2( *Wx |
\(^i+fli)2 kl{bx+a\){b2 +a\)

+  +-^-W
k2(bx 4- <Ji )(^2 ^2) (^2 ^2)/

2
< C + e(tfj, a2, aj, a2)M .

Thus, if we choose a, and a2 so small that e(ax, a2, ax, a2) < 1, and then choose
M so that M > C(1 - e(aj, a2, «j, a2))_1 ,then the operator 5 maps KM into
Km-

Now it can be shown in the same way as was done for the operators F and L
found in [2, Sec. 4] that S is weakly continuous on KM. It follows that S has a
fixed point in KM,which solves problem (4.1)-(4.4).

To establish uniqueness of solutions, we suppose that (wx, z{ ) and (w2, z2) are
two strong solutions to (4.1)-(4.4), and set w = wx - w2 , z = z, - z2, and

u(x, t) = / w(x,x)dx, v(x,t)= / z(x,x)dx.
Jo Jo

Then straightforward calculations show that (u,v) satisfies (4.1 )-(4.4) with <px =0,
(p2 — 0, and with the right-hand side of (4.1) replaced by aF, where

F = max |ax J wx(x, -)dx + a2 zx(x, -)dx - g, oj

ix^axJ w2{x, •) dx + a2 J z2(x, -)dx - g, oj .

Hence, by the same calculations that led to (4.10), we obtain

ki@i + ax)\\ut\\2L2{aiT) + k2{b2 + a2) IKIli*^)

Since
11-^11^(0,7-) — 2ai/illMfllz,2(Qi7,) + ^a2(l - '2)llt,Jli2(n27.)'

it follows that

(ai' a2)HM/Hz.2(fi17.) + ' a2)IKHz,2(fi27.) - 0'

where
, ,, 2 2a2.a2.k. 2a2.ouk~.

r)x(ax, a2) = kx(bx + ax)  
bx + b2 + q2

and
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2 2a\a]k2 2a]a\kx
12(ai ' Ul) = k2^2 + a2) ~ , 2 - , 2 *

2 ^2 1 ^1

In obtaining the above inequality we have used the fact that /, and (1 - /2) both do
not exceed 1. Thus, for ax , a2 sufficiently small, it follows that w = ut = 0 and
z = vt = 0. This establishes uniqueness and completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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